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FADE IN: 

"The Dark Side of the Swat Kats" 
(22-Minute Script) 

I 0182-9406 I 

EXT. CLOUDY SKY ABOVE MEGAKAT CITY - NIGHT 

CAMERA PANS along the cloudy sky with small TRACES of LIGHTNING 
in the distance. Suddenly, there ' s a HUGE FLASH of LIGHTNING in 
the foreground followed by a LOUD CRACK OF THUNDER. A BEAT 
later, the TURBOKAT comes out of a dark cloud and ZOOMS straight 
for the CAMERA. As the Turbokat banks to the left , the CAMERA 
PANS with it, revealing T-BONE and RAZOR in the cockpi t. 

INT. TURBOKAT 

T- BONE I PARTIAL VO I 
Well, Razor, you said you needed a 
lousy night to test your new radar . 
Looks like you got it . 

CLOSE ON RAZOR'S HANDS 

.ri..s they punch a few buttons on Razor's console . 

RAZOR (VO) 
No problem, T-Bone ! 

LOW .r:..NGLE - UP SHOT ON RAZOR 

As he adjusts some knobs. 

RAZOR 
This Dimensional Radar Scanner should 
let us see other aircraft and 
buildings . 

ANGLE - T-BONE AND RAZOR - IN COCKPIT 

As T-Bone looks at the clouds surrounding the cockpit . 

RAZOR (CONT) 
with incredible 3-D detail! 

OTS RAZOR - DOWN SHOT ON HIS SCREEN 

As he hits a button. The screen changes from STATIC to a crystal 
clear schematic grid of Megakat City. 
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/ RAZOR (CONTI (VOi 
Bingo! 

OTS T-BONE - ON HIS MONITOR 

As he looks down to see the same clear images on his own radar 
screen. 

T-BONE 
Whoa ! I got ta hand it to you, buddy . 
This makes night flying a snap! 

T-Bone squints and take a closer look at the screen . 

T-BONE (CONT) 
Hey! Check out that Enforcer 
Chopper ! 

.SNGLE - OTS RAZOR 

As he turns a knob. The image on the screen ZOOMS in to the 
chopper, grid by grid, {SFX : CLICK WITH EACH MOVEMENT OF GRID . ) 
slowly revealing a figure behind the controls of the helicopter . 

RAZOR 
Well, well. .. look who's flying . 

Razor turns another knob, adjusting the focus . There· s COMMANDER 
FERAL at the chopper controls . 

RAZOR (CONT) 
Mr . Personality himself! 

CLOSE ON T-BONE 

Looking down at his screen . He sees Feral and breaks into a big 
grin . 

T-BONE 
Commander Feral. 

EXT . FERAL'S CHOPPER/ MEDIUM ON FERAL 

P.s CAMERA PANS with his helicopter through the dense clouds . 
Small FLASHES of lightning illuminate the background . 

T-BONE (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
Hey, Commander ! What are you doing 
out in this storm? Looking for a 
donut shop? 

Feral looks around the sky searching for the Swat Kats, who are 
not visible. 
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CLOSE ON FERAL 

COMMANDER FERAL 
What the . 

T- BONE/ RAZOR I VO I I OVER RADI O I 
(LAUGHING) 

As he continues looking around the sky . 

RAZOR (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
Didja forget to shave this morning , 
Commander? 

T-BONE/RAZOR (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
(LAUGHING) 

Instinctively, Feral rubs the day old growth on his chi n. He 
suddenly SLAMS his fist do wn on the control panel . Feral p u shes 
his microphone closer to his mouth . 

FERAL 
I don ' t know ho w you can see me, but 
get off my frequency, you clowns ! 
This band is for Enforcer business ! 

EXT. FERAL'S CHOPPER 

.ri..s the Turbokat comes WHOOSHING out of the clouds, crossin g ju s t 
inches in front of Feral' s craft . 

INT. TURBOKAT 

FERAL (CONT) 
(angrily) 

Ooh, you hot shot jerks! One of 
these days, I'm going to . 

T-BONE (VOi (OVER RADIO) 
What a grouch ~ Why dontcha. 

As T-Bone pilots the Turbokat . 

T-BONE (CONT) (OVER RADIO) 
... get yourself a nice, prune donut? 

WIDEN to include Razor . 

RAZOR (OVER RADIO) 
Yeah, that oughta relax you. 

T-BONE 
Let's head home, buddy! 

He banks the Turbokat to the left. 
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EXT. TURBOKAT AND CHOPPER 

The jet flies o .s., leaving Feral's chopper in the distance. 

EXT. TURBOKAT - MOVING THROUGH THE HEAVY CLOUDS 

As we PAN with the jet. 

T-BONE 
This is quite a storm, Razor ! I can 
barely see out the cockpit ! 

INT . TURBOKAT - ON RAZOR AT RADAR 

we can see the salvage yard clearly on the radar screen . 

EXT. TURBOKAT 

RAZOR 
Hang loose ! Radar's already locked 
in on our hangar. 

As a BOLT of LIGHTNING HITS the Turbokat with a loud CRACK, 
sending it into a roll . 

T-BONE 
Crud! 

OTS OF RAZOR - LOOKING FORW.Z\RD 

All the instrument panels go out for a second, then BLINK back on 
as we WIDEN SHOT to see T-Bone struggle to regain control of the 
Turbokat. 

T-BONE (CONT) (PARTIAL VO) 
That was one mega lightning bolt! 

INT. TURBOKAT/ ON T-BONE 

As he levels out the plane and wipes his brow . 

T-BONE (CONTI 
Everything okay back there? 

OTS RAZOR - ON FLICKERING RADAR SCREEN 

As he turns some knobs, all we see on the screen are flashes of 
pixillated light. 

RAZOR 
Still checking! But the dimensional 
radar's down! 
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OTS TURBOKAT COCKPIT - ON SKY AHEAD 

As another FLASH of LIGHTNING illuminates the sky and reveals 
Commander Feral 'S Chopper ON COLLISION COURSE, directly in front 
of the Turbokat. The Turbokat veers to the right, barely missing 
the chopper. 

ANGLE - T- BONE 

T-BONE (VO) 
What the . ? 1 

Wiping his brow again . 

ANGLE - RAZOR 

T-BONE (CONT) 
That was too close, buddy! Better 
start working on a lightning proof 
dimensional radar! 

As the radar screen BLINKS on . 

RAZOR 
Negative, T-Bone! We're back on 
track! 

Suddenly, a LASER BLAST flies overhead and barely misses the 
Turbokat . 

RAZOR I CONT I 
What was that?! 

WIDE - TURBOKAT 

As Commander Feral' s chopper ZOOMS from the clouds, firing LASER 
BLASTS. T-Bone grimaces as he maneuvers the jet away from Feral 
and the lasers . 

T-BONE 
It's Feral! 

ON FERAL - THROUGH CHOPPER WINDSHIELD 

He's firing his LASERS, as he glowers angrily. 

T-BONE (CONTI (VO) 
He's gone crazy! 

ON RAZOR - IN COCKPIT 

He REACTS , stunned . 
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/ RAZOR 
I guess he didn ' t like ou r donut 
joke . 

WIDER - TO INCLUDE T-BONE 

Who veers the jet a way . 

EXT . TURBOKAT 

T-BONE 
Yeah, but don ' t you think he ' s 
overreacting ? 

COMMANDER FERAL (VO) (OV ER RAD IO) 
You won't get a way this time , Swat 
Kats ! 

As it easily ZOOMS away from the chopper . 

COMMANDER FERAL (CONT) (VO) (OV ER RADIO ) 
Felina , move i n ! 

T-BONE/RAZOR 
Felina? ! 

FELINA FERAL WHOOSHES out of the clouds in an Enforce r Je t toward 
the Turbokat. 

ON FELINA - IN HER JET 

She has her finger on her LASER MACHINE GUNS . 

FELINA 
I got ' em, Uncle! 

CLOSE - ON T-BONE 

As he yanks the joystick to veer the jet. 

EXT. TURBOKAT 

T-BONE 
Crud! 

As it belly rolls to avoid the LASER BLASTS . 

>.NGLE - T- BONE 

T-BONE (CONTI 
What ' s with the Lieutenant? 

As he steadies the jet . 
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EXT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT 

As the jet straightens out, Razor REACTS. 

RAZOR 
She didn't even h.e.a.l: the donut joke! 

T-Bone drops the jet do wn . 

WIDE - TURBOKAT AND FELINA' S JET 

As Felina STRAFES the Turbokat with LASER FIRE. The Turbokat is 
ZOOMING through the canyons between the Megakat City Skyscrape rs 

DRAMATIC .'INGLE - OTS TURBOKAT - TRACKING 

As T-Bone maneuvers the Turbokat between the buildings . Felina 's 
right on their tail. 

T-BONE (VO) 
This oughta get her off our tail! 

CLOSE - T-BONE 

Hitting the THRUSTERS to MAX. 

EXT. TURBOKAT 

The TURBOTHRUSTERS ignite as the jet ZOOMS ahead 
follows, BLASTING LASERS . 

ONT -BONE - IN COCKPIT 

T-BONE 
She's good ... but not this good! 

ON TUNNEL OPENING 

Felina 

As the jet heads straight for the opening of the tunnel . The 
Turbokat' s wings RETRACT to allow the jet to WHOOSH inside . The 
Enforcer jet can"t follow . Instead Felina flies her jet up and 
over the tunnel . 

EXT. TUNNEL - NIGHT 

PAN with Felina 's jet as it ZOOMS toward the other end of the 
tunnel. 

FELINA 
(sottol 

I'll be waiting to nail you scum at 
the other end. 
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INT. TUNNEL/ON SWAT KATS IN COCKPIT 

RAZOR 
You know she's gonna be wait in' for 
us at the other end, buddy! 

T-BONE 
Yeah, but she won't be expect in' 
t.hi.s. ! 

T-Bone PUNCHES a few buttons on his console. 

EXT. TURBOKAT - IN TUNNEL 

The jet comes to a complete stop and goes into a HOVER MODE. The 
wings TOTALLY RETRACT as the jet does a 180 degree turn . The 
wings go BACK INTO POSITION, and the Turbokat ROARS back out of 
the tunnel, with its THRUSTERS MAXED. 

EXT. TUNNEL - NIGHT 

As Felina 's jet ROARS toward the far end, the Turbokat ZOOMS out 
the way it went in. 

CLOSE - FELINA IN COCKPIT 

.i\s she looks back . 

Crud! 

WIDER - FELINA' S JET 

FELINA 

As she banks the jet around. But by the time she does the 180, 
the Turbokat is just a dot on the horizon. 

CLOSE - ON FELINA IN COCKPIT 

She SLAMS her fist on the console . 

FELINA (CONT) (INTO MIKE) 
They got away, Uncle! 

COMMANDER FERAL I VO) I OVER RADIO) 
Don ' t worry, Felina. Those renegades 
can't evade us forever! Eventually 
we ' 11 nail their tails! 

EXT. FELINA 'S JET 

Felina banks the jet o . s. 
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FELINA (CONT) (INTO MIKE) 
Roger that! Heading back to 
headquarters, Uncle! 

CUT TO , 

EXT. HANGAR - NIGHT 

The secret hangar door SLIDES open in the salvage yard as the 
Turbokat ZOOMS in . 

RAZOR (VOi 
What was that all about? 

INT. HANGAR 

PAN with the Turbokat as it comes to complete stop . The elevator 
begins raising it to the hangar level . 

ON THE TURBOKAT 

T-BONE (VO) 
I dunno, buddy . Feral and his niece 
have totally lost it! 

.1:\s the canopy slides back . The boys jump down from the jet . 

T-BONE (CONTI 
You'd think we were criminals or 
something! 

T-Bone turns around first and takes off his helmet . CAMERA 
PUSHES in on T-Bones face . He REACTS . 

T-BONE 
Razor! Somebody's trashed our place ! 

Razor turns around . His mouth drops open 

SWAT KATS POV - PANNING OVER HANGAR 

Parts are scattered haphazardly . Junk is everywhere . 

MEDIUM ONT-BONE AND RAZOR 

Razor shakes his head. 

RAZOR 
I' 11 check the upper security seals ! 

He runs O . S. as T-Bone bends down to pick up an evil looking 
Glovatrix. (Note : It's a different color than the Swat Kats '. ) 
T-Bone REACTS to the Glovatrix. 
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/ T-BO NE 
I ' ve never seen a Glovatri x l i ke t h is 
before . 

RAZOR (VO) 
The alarm didn ' t-go off , and the 
security seals are intact ~ 

Razor walks in frame as T-Bone drops the Glovatri x, loo k s o . s ., 
REACTS and points toward the other side of the room . 

T-BONE 
Oh , yeah? Then what the heck are 
.t.hQ.s.e. things and how did they get in 
here? 

.l\NGLE - ON A STACK OF DEADHEAD MISSILES 

Stacked ominously in the corner . 

RAZOR (VO) 
You got me , buddy . 

ANGLE - SWAT KATS 

The puzzled duo start heading for the missiles . T-Bone touches 
one of the missiles and leans it forward . 

T-BONE 
What are these? 

He moves it to the side to look at the back of the missile when a 
pair of eyes BLINK open in the darkness . A BEAT late r, a 
CREEPLING comes out from behind the missile, rubbing his eyes 
sleepily . 

T-BONE (CONT) 
(GASPS) And what's this Creepling . 

TIGHT ON T- BONE 

As his fist COMES TOWARDS CAMERA, FILLING THE FRAME with a WHAP! 

T-BONE (CONT) 
... doing here? 

REVERSE ANGLE - OTS T-BONE 

As the Creepling goes flying back into the wall . 

CREE PL ING 
OOF! 
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/ ON RAZOR 

As another Creepling shoves aside a missile and JUMPS at him. He 
grabs it and FLIPS it over his head. Two more Creep lings come 
out of the shadows and attack as T-Bone runs in to help. Our 
heroes fight them off. 

T-BONE 
Crud! This place is crawling with 
Creep! ings ! 

T-Bone and Razor each grab a Creepling by their throats and hold 
them up. They cock their arms, ready to throw a punch when. 

DARK KAT (VO) 
Enough! 

ANGLE - T- BONE AND RAZOR 

Their arms freeze, but they quickly turn their heads towards the 
source of the voice. Even the Creeplings freeze and turn . 

sw.,T KATS' POV 

As a LOOMING FIGURE emerges from the shadow . 

. Z\NGLE - SWAT KATS 

As their eyes WIDEN. 

T-BONE/RAZOR 
Dark Kat! 

They SLAM the two Creeplings into each other with a CLUNK . 

ANGLE - DARK KAT & SWAT KATS 

As Dark Kat walks over to them and points his CANE toward T-Bone 
and Razor. 

DARK KAT 
Why are you attacking my Creeplings? 
We' re all on the same side, remember? 

T-Bone and Razor glare at him, puzzled. 

T-BONE 
What are you talking about, Dark 
Krud? And how did you get in here? 

CLOSER - DARK KAT 

DARK KAT 
The same way I always do. 

11 
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He produces a COMPUTER CARD from inside his cape. 

DARK KAT (CONT) 
With the key you gave me. 

ON RAZOR AND T- BONE 

T-Bone leans in to Razor . 

T-BONE 
(whispers) 

This is getting really weird. 

RAZOR 
(whispers) 

Let's just play along. 

Dark Kat uses his cane to separate the Swat Kats . His eyes 
narrow suspiciously . 

DARK KAT 
Why are you two acting so strangely? 
Did you get the Mega-detonator or 
not? 

The Swat Kats give each other a puzzled look. 

RAZOR 
Uh ... we ran into a little trouble 
with Feral. 

ANGLE - DARK KAT 

v:ho scowls evilly and paces away . 

DARK KAT 
Feral. He's been a thorn in all our 
sides But I promise you. 

WIDEN to include the Swat Kats as he WHIPS back around . 

DARK KAT (CONTI 
(angrily) 

... get me that mega-detonator, and my 
bomb will disintegrate Enforcer 
Headquarters once and for all! 

The Swat Kats REACT. 

T-BONE 
You' re going to blow up Enforcer 
Headquarters?! 
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DARK KAT 
No! ,Yml.:.Il. going to blow it 
up ... with my bomb. Or have you 
forgotten .. 

He points the cane over to a wai.l, as we PAN OVER to: 

A WALL 

PUSH IN on a Wanted Poster of the Swat Kats, marked : •wanted for 
Crimes Against Megakat City" . 

DARK KAT (CONTI (VO) 
... that Feral has put a price on your 
heads? 

ON RAZOR AND T- BONE 

They look from the o . s. poster , to each other . 

WIDE - HANG.Zl,.R 

RAZOR 
Uh, who could forget something like 
that? 

As Dark Kat points his cane towards the Turbokat. 

DARK KAT 
Well? Then what are you waiting for? 
Get to Puma-Dyne and steal that 
detonator! 

The Swat Kats walk rapidly toward the Turbokat. 

CLOSER - SWAT KATS 

As they WALK TOWARD CAMERA, they lean toward each other . 

T-BONE 
( sottol 

Razor, what the heck is going on? 

RAZOR 
(sot to) 

I dunno. Let's just get in the jet 
and get out of here. 

CUT TO , 

EXT. SALVAGE YARD - NIGHT 

The secret entrance slides open. A BEAT later, the Turbokat 
ZOOMS out. PAN with the Turbokat as it flies towards Megakat 
City. 
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TIGHT ON COCKPIT 

CLOSE - RAZOR 

RAZOR 
Dark Kat is our friend , Feral and the 
Enforcers are our enemies, and we' re 
wanted for every-crime in Megakat 
City. Something' s screwy. 

T-BONE 
Yeah, ever since we got hit by the 
lightning, the world's gone crazy . 

As he turns on the 3-D radar . He stops for a second , then looks 
up to T-Bone. 

RAZOR 
You' re right, T-Bone ! The lightning 
must have hit the dimensional 
radar. and somehow thrown us into a 
quirky, alternate Dimension. 

WIDEN to include T-Bone as he SMACKS the side of his helmet, 
checking his radio . 

T-BONE 
."1.n alternate dimension? 

RAZOR 
Worse. I believe we could be in a 
Quantum state in which the Heisenfur 
Uncertainty Principle prevails . 

RIPPLE DISSOLVE TO , 

(RE-USE ANIMATION WHEN TURBOKAT INITIALLY GOT HIT BY LIGHTNING) 

T-BONE (VO) 

INT. TURBOKAT 

Say what? 

RAZOR (VO) 
It means anything can happen. I saw 
it on the All Science Channel. If 
something' s hit by a huge electrical 
charge, electrons can go into a 
quantum alternative dimension . 

RIPPLE DISSOLVE BACK TO c 

As T-Bone rolls his eyes. 
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ON RAZOR 

T-BONE 
Hold it! Are you tell in' me that 
somewhere in this world are a couple 
of .eyi.l Swat Kats? 

RAZOR -
Got a better theory? 

T-BONE 
Negative! So why don't I just find 
us a nice, big storm cloud so we can 
get hit by lightning again and get 
out of this screwy dimension. 

RAZOR 
Excellent idea ... but first we've 
gotta stop Dark Kat from getting his 
claws on that mega-detonator . 

. ".NGLE - TURBOKAT 

As it flies TOWARD CAMERA . 

T-BONE 
You don't mean . 

RAZOR 
Yeah. We're gonna steal it before 
our evil counterparts can . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - T-BONE 

As he pushes to FULL THROTTLE . 

T-BONE 
Next stop . Puma-Dyne . 

OTS TURBOKAT - ON REAR ENGINES 

As they ignite, the Turbokat ZOOMS off into the distance . 

WIPE TO , 

EXT. SALVAGE YARD - NIGHT 

PAN with a BATTERED looking, NASTY TURBOKAT as it ZOOMS towards 
the salvage yard. The secret door slides open, and the jet ZOOMS 
in. 

INT. TUNNEL - PAN WITH TURBOKAT 

As its left wing SCRAPES against the launch tunnel wall with 
SPARKING SFX. 

15 
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INT. TURBOKAT - MOVING 

A NASTY looking T-BONE and RAZOR are at the controls . 

EVIL RAZOR 
Your flying stinks, T-Bone ! 

EVIL T-BONE 
Aw, choke on a furball ! You think 
you could fly any better? 

INT. END OF LAUNCH TUNNEL 

As evil T-Bone brings the Evil Turbokat to an ABRUPT stop . The 
elevator moves the jet upward . 

WIDE ON TURBOKAT AS IT REACHES HANGAR ABOVE AND TURNS AROUND 

The cockpit WHOOSHES open as the evil T-Bone jumps down first . 
He looks up and catches a couple of BAGS OF MONEY tossed down by 
the evil Razor. Then Razor jumps down. 

DARK KAT (VO) 
What are you two doing back here? 

ANGLE - DARK KAT 

As he emerges from the shadow . WIDEN to include evil Swat Kats . 

EVIL RAZOR 
We live here, remember? 

DARK KAT 
But the detonator . 

EVIL T-BONE 
Keep your cape on! We'll get it for 
you ... but there was a new bank that 
needed robbing first . 

He tosses both bags of mon ey to Dark Kat, who catches them , then 
THROWS them to the ground . 

EVIL RAZOR 
Yeah, we' 11 just load up some more 
Deadhead missiles and pay Puma-Dyne a 
visit. 

PAN with group as they walk to the evil Turbokat. 

DARK KAT 
But I just watched you Swat Kats fly 
off to Puma-Dyne . 

Evil Razor passes a bomb to evil T-Bone. 
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/ EVIL RAZOR 
Huh? Are you crazy? 

T-Bone walks o . s. with the bomb . 

EVIL '!'-BONE ( PARTIAL VO) 
Whoever you sent . . it wasn't us . 

ON RAZOR AND DARK KAT 

*Glaring at each other . Dark Kat mulls for a few moments , 
stroking his chin, then points his cane at evil Razor . 

DARK KAT 
(mulling it over) 

Hum, then if it wasn ' t you ... those 
imposters must be stopped before t h ey 
get my detonator ! 

EVIL RAZOR 
You don ' t have to worry about that, 
Dark Kat . 

Evil T-Bone ENTERS with two GLOVATRIXES He tosses one to ev il 
Razor. They both put on the Glovatrixes . (NOTE : THEIR 
GLOVATRIXES HAVE BARBS PROTRUDING FROM ALL OVER . SEE MODEL . ) 

EVIL T-BONE 
This town isn · t big enough for two 
sets of Swat Kats . 

C.ZIJ1ERA PUSHES IN on the evil Glovatrixes, as the sinister duo 
flex their sharp claws, and we . 

FADE OUT , 

EXT. PUMA-DYNE - NIGHT 

ESTABLISH PUMA-DYNE, then PAN over past a perimeter fence to a 
wooded area next to the facility . The Turbokat is half hidden 
behind some trees . 

ANGLE - PERIMETER FENCE AND GUARDS 

Two TOUGH GUARDS, LASER RIFLES ready, pace past the fence . 

HIGH ANGLE - T-BONE AND RAZOR - MOVING 

They emerge from the trees and reach the perimeter fence . 
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CLOSER - PERIMETER FENCE 

They"re using their GLOVATRIX CUTTER BLADES (SEE SHOW 9310/ SC. 
153-156) to clip a circular hole through the perimeter fence. 
The piece of fence falls away, and the Swat Kats climb through. 

ANGLE - LARGE AIR CONDITIONING UNIT 

Our heroes race for shelter behind the air conditioning unit . 

TIGHT ON THE SWAT KATS 

As they lean against the back of the air con unit , then PEER 
around the corner . 

OTS SWAT KATS - ON GUARDS 

TWO SECURITY GUARDS walk past the air con unit with their weapons 
ready. Our guys duck back as one guard looks over . Then the 
guards move off. 

ON T- BONE AND RAZOR 

Pointing their Glovatrixes upward, they nod . With a WHOOSH, they 
FIRE GRAPPLING CABLES up and o . s . 

ANGLE - ROOF 

The grapples hook with a CLICK . HOLD A BEAT, as our guys are 
WHIZZED upward with their cables . 

EXT. PUMA-DYNE ROOF 

The Swat Kats use their Glovatrix cutter blades again to cut a 
circular hole in the air vent . They climb in. 

INT. PUMA-DYNE/SHADOWY HALLWAY 

As the Swat Kats drop silently to the floor and turn stealthily . 

SWAT KATS POV 

A SECURITY GUARD is at the end of the corridor . PUSH IN on him 
SLEEPING behind a desk . 

SIDE SHOT OF GUARD 

As T-Bone and Razor TIP-TOE past him and quietly go through a 
door marked, 'TOP SECRET RESEARCH: NO ADMITTANCE . 

OTS SWAT KATS - ON HALLWAY 

It looks shadowy. 
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TIGHT ON RAZOR 

As he pushes a button on the side of his helmet. The INFRA RED 
NIGHT GOGGLES start to lower. 

RAZOR'S POV - ON HALLWAY 

As the visor lowers, the hallway goes from shadowy to reveal the 
LITTLE RED LASER BEAMS crisscrossing the hallway in front of 
Razor. 

ANGLE - T-BONE (ALSO WITH NIGHT VISOR DOWN) AND RAZOR 

.Zl..s they do acrobatic somersaults and back flips to leap 
over/under/and between the beams . 

WIPE TO: 

EXT. PUMA-DYNE - NIGHT 

CAMERA PANS along area where the Turbokat is parked . The evil 
Turbokat is parked next to it . CONTINUE PANNING as we see the 
evil Swat Kats climbing through the hole made by our heroes . 

ANGLE - AIR CON UNIT 

PUSH IN as the guards walk past. A CLAW from each side reaches 
out from the shadows, GRABS the guards, and pulls them behind the 
air con unit with a LOUD THUNK. 

INT . PUMA-DYNE/ON SLEEPING GUARD BEHIND DESK 

As he awakes from his katnap. He REACTS as . 

GUARDS POV - CLOSE ON EVIL RAZOR 

Evil Razor smiles as his FIST PUNCHES TOWARD CAMERA, FILLING 
FRAME. 

ANGLE - FLOOR 

As the unconscious Guard's head and shoulders, st i 11 in the 
chair, THUDS to the floor. We see the Evil Swat Kats FEET WALK 
PAST CAMERA. 

CLOSE - EVIL SWAT KATS 

As they walk towards the TOP SECRET HALLWAY, they lower their 
infra-red goggles with an evil smile . 

CUT TO , 
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ANGLE - SWAT KATS 

As they emerge from the Top Secret Research Hallway, wiping their 
brows. They push the buttons to retract their night goggles. 

T-BONE-
That was a pretty good workout! 

RAZOR 
And we· re not through yet. Look! 

Razor points to another hallway. 

SWAT KATS' POV 

There are at least a dozen doors. 

T-BONE (VO) 
(whispers) 

This could take all night . 

ANGLE - T- BONE AND RAZOR 

As they walk into the hallway . 

RAZOR 
(whispers) 

We better split up. 

WIDEN to watch each of them enter different doors . CAMERA PANS 
back to the middle of the other hallway where the evil Swat Kats 
are jumping over one of the last RED LASER BEAMS. Evil T-Bone 
knocks Evil Razor to the ground after the jump, almost pushing 
his head into a laser beam . 

ANGLE - TIGHT ON EVIL RAZOR 

As he carefully moves his head away from the beam . 

EVIL RAZOR 
Watch it you hairy oaf! You almost 
tripped the alarm! 

The Evil T-Bone shoves him . 

EVIL T-BONE 
Then stay out my way, Skuzzball ! 

WIDEN as they reach the end of the hallway. They see all the 
doors. 

EVIL RAZOR 
Fine with me! 
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PAN with evil Razor as he opens one of the doors and walks in and 
shuts it. The Evil T-Bone opens and walks through a different 
door. 

ANGLE - SECURITY GUARD 

As he regains consciousness . He STRUGGLES to pull himself up on 
his desk and reaches out a SHAKING claw for his PORTABLE 
COMMUNICATOR on his walkie talkie unit. He presses the RED ALARM 
button . It GLOWS intermittently, and BEEPS SOFTLY . He lapses 
back into unconsciousness . 

DISSOLVE TO , 

INT. RESEARCH ROOM 

Razor walks past various lab tables to a safe-type door marked: 
TOP SECRET COMPONENTS. CAMERA PANS over to a COMBINATION LOCK 
above the door knob. 

ON R.i\ZOR AT LOCK 

As he SNAPS a HIGH TECH LOCKPICK out of his Glovatrix and inserts 
it into the lock. There's a Digital READOUT as we see various 
numbers scanning . With a CLICK the lock opens 

INT. COMPONENT ROOM/ ANGLE ON DOOR 

As Razor pushes it open and walks in. He looks around and walks 
to one of the walls lined with SHELVES containing weird 
components. 

ANGLE - CAMERA BEHIND SHELVES 

Follows Razor scanning up and down each shelf . 

RAZOR 
(sot to) 

Bingo! 

ANGLE - POV RAZOR 

As he sees a shelf marked: MEGA-DETONATOR. WIDEN OTS Razor as he 
reaches in and carefully picks up the Mega-Detonator . He stops 
when he hears the DOOR CLOSE behind him. He turns around . 

TIGHT ON RAZOR 

As he lets out a SIGH of relief. 

RAZOR 
I got it buddy. Now let's get our 
tails out of here. 

POV of Razor as the Evil T-Bone walks from the darkness. 
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RAZOR (CONT) (VO) 
... before Dark Kat finds out we're 
not who he thinks we are. 

The evil T-Bone GLARES at him . 

EVIL T-BONE 
He already has! 

His FIST PUNCHES TOWARD CAMERA with a WHAP ! 

EVIL T-BONE'S POV 

As Razor goes flying out of the walk-in safe, dropping the 
detonator . 

. l\NGLE - ON RAZOR 

.ll.s he rubs his jaw. He gives a CONFUSED look to the evil T-Bone . 

POV OF RAZOR 

RAZOR 
T-Bone?! What the. ? 

As the evil T-Bone approaches Razor. He looks SINISTER . 

RAZOR (CONT) (VO) 
You' re not T-Bone ! 

EVIL T-BONE 
Yes I am! But not the one you thin k! 

The evil T-Bone POUNCES on Razor. He raises his LETHAL GLOVATRIX 
in the air. 

EVIL T-BONE (CONT) 
I don't know what your game is, but 
it's up as of now. 

OTS RAZOR - UP SHOT ON EVIL T-BONE 

As Razor grabs evil T-Bone by the collar and judo FLIPS him over 
his head O.S. with a CAMERA SHAKE. 

TIGHT ON DETONATOR 

As it gets knocked away. PAN with detonator as it rolls towards 
the door. Continue O. S. WHAPS, THUNKS, and CAMERA SHAKES as 
Razor and the evil T-Bone go at it. 
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INT. PUMA-DYNE HALLWAY - LONG SHOT 

The long hallway h as doors on both sides . A door o n t h e left 
opens simultaneousl y with a door on the right . Fro m t h e d oo r on 
the left emerges T-Bone . From the door o n the rig h t eme rg es the 
evil Razor . They meet at the center of the hall wa y, a n d wa lk 
TOWARDS CAMERA. 

EVIL RAZOR 
Did you find them yet? 

T-BONE 
Them? I thought there was only one 
mega-detonator . 

EVIL RAZOR 
I meant the imposters , stupid ! 

EVIL RAZOR'S POV - ON T-BONE 

T-Bone stops and GLARES at CAMERA. 

T-BONE 
Yeah, I think I just spotted one! 

T-Bone PUNCHES A FIST TOWARD CAMERA with a LOUD WHA P ! 

ANGLE - EVIL R.~ZOR IN HALLWAY 

As the evil Razor FLIES 0 . S . left, T-Bone jumps THROUGH SHOT 
after him . HOLD A BEAT as Razor and the Evil T-Bone CRASH 
through a door on the right , still STRUGGLING . 

TIGHT ON DETONATOR 

~As it rolls into the hallway and is kicked amongst the four 
pairs of feet, as the combatants come back in and out of SHOT . 
TILT UP as we see each duo battling with each other . The two 
T-Bones are now back to back . They GLANCE at each ot h er for a 
second, look away, then take a SWING at each other . 

ANGLE - SHADOWS OF TWO T-BONES ON WALL 

The SHADOWS WHAP each other . PULL BACK to show the two Razor 
SHP..DOWS at each other's throats . 

CAMERA PANS to reveal TWO GUARDS running towards the Swat Ka ts 
with their SIDEARMS DRAWN. Without skipping a beat, the Evil 
Swat Kats each grab a guard and FLIP them both towards the Swat 
Kats. T-Bone and Razor LEAP out of the way as the guards FLY 
into an open doorway with an O . S . CRASH and CAMERA SHAKE. Before 
the Swat Kats can regain their balance , their evil counterparts 
JUMP on them again . The foursome ROLL o . s . 
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ANGLE - ON T- BONE AND RAZOR 

As T-Bone grabs Razor by the throat and holds him up in the a i r . 
Razor is about to swing at him but stops. 

RAZOR -
T-Bone ! It ' s me ! 

T-Bone looks for a second, the n. 

T-BONE 
Yeah, sure! 

... throws him against the wall . He WHIRLS around . 

T- BONE'S POV 

The evil swat Kats are aiming their lethal clawed Glovatri x es a t 
him . 

. ~GLE - ON T- BONE 

He REACTS, looking down at the dazed Razor . 

T-BONE 
Ooops ! Sorry buddy ! 

WIDEN SHOT as T-Bone LEAPS into the air and grabs onto an 
overhead light and KICKS the evil Swat Kats down the hall . PAN 
with evil Swat Kats as they FLIP and land on their feet . The y 
WHIRL .h.ROUND, point their glovatrixes at the Swat Kats , and 
LAUNCH nasty looking MINI-SQUID MISSILES. (NOTE : They look li k e 
evil octopus missiles with sharp tentacles . ) 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - RAZOR 

.h.s T-Bone RUSHES into frame, grabs Razor and PUSHES him out of 
the way, a split-second before the sharp tentacles of the missile 
TEAR a hole in the wall . T-Bone GLARES at the evil Swat Kats . 

T-BONE 
So, these kats want to play rough, 
huh? 

WIDEN on T-Bone and Razor as they ROLL over on their bellies, and 
FIRE BOLO MISSILES from their Glovatrixes. SWISH PAN with the 
missiles as they tie up the legs of the evil Swat Kats . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - ON EVIL SWAT KATS 

As they go down with a LOUD THUD. 

LOW ANGLE - THE DETONATOR 

As Razor rolls in and grabs the detonator. 
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/ RAZOR 
Won't F'eral be surprised when we turn 
the mega-detonator in . 

WIDEN SHOT as Razor shows the detonat or to T-Bone , also on the 
hallway floor. 

RAZOR (CONT) 
... along with this Kat scum! 

Razor jerks a thumb toward the o . s . evil Swat Kats as they 
suddenly hear a WHIRRING noise coming from that direction . They 
look over. 

THEIR POV - ON EVIL SWAT KATS 

TILT DOWN as a nasty WHIRRING SLICER/BUZZSAW from evil Razor's 
Glovatrix is SLICING the ropes . Evil T-Bone points his Glovatrix 
TOWARD CAMERA . 

EVIL T-BONE 
Launching mini-megatons 

Evil Razor reaches for evil T-Bone' s hand. 

EVIL RAZOR 
You stupid fool! You'll blow up the 
detonator! 

Evil T-Bone keeps his Glovatrix out of reach of evil Razor . 

EVIL T-BONE 
Shaddup ! I wanna see fur fly . 

Evil T-Bone take aim. He GRINS NASTILY and FIRES MINI-MEGATON 
MISSILES . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - ON SWAT KATS - RUNNING 

As they race for cover around the corner, the MISSILES turn into 
FLAMING FIREBALLS which EXPLODE behind them . The EXPLOSIONS 
BLAST our heroes TOWARD CAMERA. The detonator goes flying . 

ANGLE - A WALL 

As our heroes CRASH right through it head first . 

INT. SMOKY ROOM 

The dazed Swat Kats are crawling on the ground in the smoky, 
rubble filled room . 

T-BONE/RAZOR 
(COUGHING) 
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/ LOW ANGLE - ON EVIL RAZOR 

As he picks up the detonator in the smoky hall. 

ANGLE - EVIL T-BONE AND RAZOR 

As the evil T-Bone p oints his Glovatrix at the hole in the wall . 
Smoky shapes move within . 

EVIL T-BONE 
Let · s make sure those two are 
finished! 

He takes aim as the evil Razor GRINS. 

EVIL RAZOR 
(S INISTER LAUGH) 

COMMANDER FERAL I VO) 
There they are! 

The evil Swat Kats quickly move away from the hole in the wall . 

The CAMERA PUSHES through the hole in the wall to reveal 
Coll'Jllander Feral, Felina, and TWO ENFORCERS coming through a 
doorway surrounding the DAZED Swat Kats . 

OTS FERAL - ON SWAT KATS 

As they look up and see Feral pointing his sidearm at them. 

COMMANDER FERAL (VO) 
This time your luck's run out, Swat 
Kats! 

SWAT KATS POV - UP ANGLE ON FERAL 

As Felina enters frame with cuffs . 

COMMANDER FERAL I CONT) 
I've been waitin' a long time for 
this . Cuff 'em, Felina. 

ON FELINA AND SWAT KATS 

As the Swat Kats stand, she cuffs T-Bone. Another Enforcer LEANS 
IN to cuff Razor . 

FELINA 
My pleasure . 

The cuffed T-Bone points back through the hole to the SMOKE 
FILLED room. 
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/ T-BONE 
Y-you ' ve got the wrong Swat Kats. 

RAZOR 
(coughing) 

Yeah! The bad ones are getting away . 

ANGLE - HOLE AND SMOKY HALLWAY 

She walks into SHOT and through the hole and looks around . 

FELINA' S POV - HALLWAY 

Except for smoke, it ' s empty . 

FELINA (VO) 
There ' s nobody in here . 

ANGLE - ON FERAL AND THE SWAT KATS 

As Felina WALKS INTO SHOT . 

COMMANDER FERAL 
Except for you lying Swat Kats ! 
You· re gonna be spending the rest o f 
your nine lives in the slammer . Get 
' em out ta here ! 

~-HOEN as the two Enforcer guards lead the Swat Kats away . Th e y 
turn to each other and give a HOPELESS look as we . 

?\CT THREE 

FADE IN, 

EXT . ENFORCER HEADQUARTERS - SUNRISE 

PUSH IN on the building . 

T-BONE (VOi 
You· re making a big mistake, Feral . 
We' re not the Swat Kats that you 
think we are . 

RAZOR (VOi 
Yeah! The other Swat Kats got away 
with the detonator . 

FADE OUT , 

INT. ENFORCER HEADQUARTERS/JAIL - TIGHT ON T-BONE !\ND RAZOR 

Facing the CAMERA as a jail door SLIDES SHUT in front of them . 
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/ RAZOR I CONT I 
... and any second this place is going 
to be blown to dust. 

The unhandcuffed Swat Kats GRIP the bars. WIDEN to include Feral 
facing the Swat Kats, hands on ilis hips. Felina and several 
GUARDS flank him . 

COMMANDER FERAL 
Your pathetic lies won't save you 
now, Swat Kats ! 

RAZOR 
Listen Feral . If you don't believe 
us, then where is the mega-detonator? 

T-BONE 
Yeah! What do you think we were 
doing at Puma-Dyne anyway? 

ANGLE - POV OF SWAT KATS 

"As Feral takes a few steps away from the cell. 

COMMANDER FERAL 
That· s obvious! Trying to steal 
weapons. 

OTS FERAL - ON T- BONE AND RAZOR 

Holding the bars with clenched fists. 

T-BONE 
we were sent there to steal the 
detonator for Dark Kat. 

RAZOR 
Yeah, the evil Swat Kats got it first 
and Dark Kat's gonna blow up Enforcer 
Headquarters with it! 

CLOSE - ON FERAL 

COMMANDER FERAL 
HA! Do you really expect me to 
believe a story like that? 

Feral turns and starts to leave. 

WIDE - JAIL CELL 

.a.s Feral and the others walk away, Razor calls: 
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RAZOR 
Just check out Puma-Dyne for that 
mega-detonator . 

Feral stops and POINTS his CANE back at the Swat Kats. 

COMMANDER FERAL 
I don't take orders from criminal 
scum! 

Feral turns and leaves the room with the others . The door starts 
to close . 

ON THE SWAT KATS - THROUGH THE BARS 

They GRIMACE at the o . s. SLAM of the door . 

CUT TO , 

EXT . ROOF OF ENFORCER HEADQUARTERS - DAY 

Ci\MERA PANS along rooftop . The Turbokat is 
Enforcer Jets and Choppers are nearby, with 
PUSH IN on GUARD posted at the rooftop door 
as Commander Feral RUSHES through and walks 
just landed. 

parked in one corne r. 
one jet taxiing . 

The door FLIES OPEN 
towards a jet that's 

ON FERAL AND PILOT 

Feral approaches as the cockpit opens . 

COMMANDER FERAL 
Take me to Puma-Dyne ~ 

ENFORCER PILOT 
Yessir ! 

Feral starts to clamber up the jet ladder, as we . 

INT. ENFORCER HEADQUARTERS JAIL CELL 

PUSH IN to T-Bone on his bunk . 

T-BONE 
Great . We' re in some crummy 
dimension , we' re mistaken for the bad 
guys , and to top it off, we' re gonna 
get blown to smithereens . What else 
can go wrong? 

CALLIE (VOi 
(angrily) 

You blundering fools ! 

CUT TO, 
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ANGLE - CELLBLOCK DOOR 

Callie SLAMS it behind her as she storms toward the cell . 

OTS CALLIE - AS SHE APPROACHES THE CELL 

Razor's at the bars as T-Bone jumps off his bunk to join him. 
They both REACT . 

T-BONE/RAZOR 
Miss Briggs! 

RAZOR 
Boy, are we glad to see you! 

THREE SHOT - CALLIE AT CELL FACING SWAT KATS 

CALLIE 

Our duo REACT. 

You clowns are screwing up our plan 
to take over Megakat City~ 

T-BONE/RAZOR 
YOUR PLAN?! 

OTS SWAT KATS - ON CALLIE 

.ll..s she GRIPS the bars . 

RAZOR 
You mean ... you and Dark Kat!? 

CALLIE 
(hisses) 

As if you didn't know. 

She looks to the door , then back to the Swat Kats. 

CLOSE - CALLIE 

CALLIE (CONTI 
If I didn't need your help to get 
that detonator I'd let you rot in 
here ! 

P..s she pulls a KEY CARD from her briefcase and opens the cell, we 
WIDEN SHOT to see the Swat Kats REACT as they exit the cell . 

CALLIE (CONTI 
One of the perks of being Deputy 
Mayor. 
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EXT. ROOF OF ENFORCER HEADQUARTERS - DAY 

The security guard is sitting by the roof door when it SLOWLY 
OPENS. As Callie walks through, the guard stands up a n d b l oc k s 
her path. 

GUARD 
I'm sorry, Deputy Mayor. Only 
Enforcers have roof clearance. 

CALLIE 
No problem .. 

She pushes a button on her briefcase as KNOCKOUT SPRA Y WHOOSHES 
out. 

CALLIE (CONT) 
Here's my clearance . 

The guard falls to the ground . Callie looks back to the door . 

CALLIE (CONTI 
Hurry up . 

The Swat Kats walk run through, leaping over the guard . 

HIGH ANGLE - DOWN ON ROOFTOP 

As the Swat Kats run toward the Turbokat, Callie yells . 

CALLIE 
Now get that detonator to Dark Kat! 

EXT. TURBOKAT - AS THE ENGINES IGNITE TOWARD CAMERA 

Filling SCREEN with jet flame! The Turbokat ROARS away from 
CAMERA. 

EXT. ROOF OF ENFORCER HEADQUARTERS 

As the Turbokat ZOOMS off . 

INT. COCKPIT - ON RAZOR 

RAZOR 
I can't believe that Callie's a bad 
kat ! 

WIDEN SHOT to include T-Bone. 

T-BONE 
Guess you were right buddy! We don't 
know who' s good and who' s bad in this 
screwy dimension. 
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/ RAZOR 
But one thing's for sure, we've got 
to get back to the hangar before 
those evil Swat Kats take off with 
the bomb! 

EXT. TURBOKAT - MOVING THROUGH SKIES 

T-Bone banks the jet as it ZOOMS o.s. 

CUT TO , 

INT. SWAT KAT HANGAR - DAY 

The Creeplings are loading a bomb into the evil Turbokat . Dark 
Kat walks into frame . He PATS the bomb . 

DARK KAT 
(CHUCKLES) Goodbye , Enforcers! 

CUT TO , 

EXT. COMMANDER FERAL' S JET OVER MEGAKAT CITY 

It's ZOOMING TOWARD CAMERA . 

INT. JET - ON PILOT AND FERAL 

Feral' s in the back of the cockpit, looking from side to side . 
Suddenly the RADIO CRACKLES to life: 

ENFORCER GUARD I VO) I OVER RADIO) 
Commander Feral ! Come in! The Swat 
Kats have escaped! 

COMMANDER FERAL 
Grrr ! I should have know it was all 
a trick. 

Feral SLAMS his fist on the dash . 

COMMANDER FERAL (CONT) 
Head back to headquarters! 

CLOSE - PILOT 

Yessir ! 

He banks the jet . 

EXT. JET 

PILOT 

The pilot does a 180 and flies out of frame, as we CUT TO : 
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/ EXT. SWAT KATS' SALVAGE YARD 

The evil Turbokat comes WHOOSHING out, SMASHING a wing against 
the side of the door. 

INT . EVIL SWAT KATS COCKPIT - ON THE DUO 

EVIL RAZOR 
Nice flying. 

EVIL T-BONE 
Shaddup. 

DISSOLVE TO , 

EXT. TURBOKAT - MOVING ACROSS THE SKY 

PUSH IN to see T-Bone and Razor in cockpit . 

RAZOR 
I wonder if Feral knows we ' re missing 
yet? 

A LASER BLAST WHOOSHES past them . Our duo look behind them. 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - TURBOKAT AND FERAL' S JET 

We see Commander Feral' s jet in pursuit, FIRING LASERS . The 
Turbokat veers to avoid the blasts. 

T-BONE 
That oughta answer your question ! 

ANGLE - TURBOKAT 

Racing towards CAMERA, as T-Bone yanks the joystick . 

T-BONE 
Listen, Feral! Would it do any good 
to tell you that Deputy Mayor Briggs 
helped us escape? 

ANGLE - TIGHT OF FERAL 

fl.s he reaches for his weapons console. 

COMMANDER FERAL 
You lying kats will say anything to 
save your own stinking tails! 

... and hits the - FIRE' button as . 
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DRAMATIC ANGLE - TURBOKAT AND FERAL• S JET 

The Turbokat barrel rolls to avoid the LASER BLASTS from Feral· s 
jets' wings. 

T-BONE--
Didn't think so . 

OTS FERAL'S JET - AS IT CHASES THE TURBOKAT 

FELINA (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
Uncle, come in! Do you copy? 

.i\NGLE - FERAL - IN COCKPIT 

Col'N'Tlander Feral looks ANNOYED . 

COMMANDER FERAL 
Not now, Felina. I'm busy . I ' m in 
hot pursuit of the Swat Kats . 

He hits the fire button . 

WIDE - TURBOKAT AND FERAL' $ JET 

The Turbokat darts between a building as Feral' s LASER BLAST 
cakes out the corner of the skyscraper, then the Enforcer jet 
ZOOMS after the Turbokat . 

FELINA (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
~ in pursuit? ! That's 
impossible ! l...:.m in pursuit of the 
Swat Kats! 

OTS COMMANDER FERAL - ON HIS DASHBOARD SCREEN 

We see the Turbokat directly in front of him, targeted on his 
monitor grid. 

COMMANDER FERAL 
Impossible! I ' ve got the Swat Kats 
right in my sights ! 

WIDE - FERAL' S JET - FOLLOWING THE TURBOKAT 

P..s the evil Turbokat WHOOSHES out of the clouds and ZOOMS 
directly over Feral. He turns his head as it goes past him. A 
BEAT LATER , Felina comes ZOOMING out of the same cloud in 
pursuit . Behind her come racing TWO ENFORCER JETS . 

ON FERAL - IN COCKPIT 

He looks both ways, puzzled . 
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COMMANDER FERAL 
What the. ., 

EXT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT ON FOREGROUND - WITH EVIL TURBOKAT AND 
ENFORCER JETS IN BACKGROUND 

T-Bone and Razor look back o . s. 

T-BONE 
Looks like the gang's all here! 

RAZOR {INTO RADIO) 
How do you explain .thil, Feral? 

ON FERAL - IN COCKPIT 

He looks stunned . 

COMMANDER FERAL I VO) I OVER RADIO) 
Then you Swat Kats ~ telling the 
truth. 

DRA!d.ATIC ANGLE - TURBOKAT 

T-BONE IINTC RADIO) 
Duh, Commander ! 

WIDEN SHOT as T-Bone banks the jet in a 180. Commander Feral 
follows. 

OTS TURBOKAT - ENGINES FLARING 

The Turbokat ZOOMS behind Felina's jet, which is flanked by two 
Enforcer jets. 

COMMANDER FERAL (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
Then that means. 

RAZOR (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
You got it! They're on their way to 
blow up Enforcer Headquarters! 

DRAMATIC DOWN SHOT - ALL THE JETS 

The Evil Turbokat is in the lead, with Felina and two Enforcers 
behind, firing TRACERS. The Turbokat follows her as Feral' s jet 
pulls up next to our Swat Kats. 

COMMANDER FERAL (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
Back off, Swat kats. 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - TURBOKAT AND FERAL' S JET - SIDE BY SIDE 

Feral looks over. 
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I COMMANDER FERAL (CONT) (OVER RADIO) 
The Enforcers will handle this! 

RAZOR 
Now there's a statement that 
transcends dimensions ! 

INT. EVIL TURBOKAT - ON EVIL RAZOR 

*As he pushes a helmet button, the targeting jel comes down over 
his visor. 

EVIL T-BONE (VO) 
Got enough targets back there to hit , 
Razor? 

EVIL RAZOR'S POV - THROUGH SIGHT 

He LOCKS on Felina and the other Enforcer jets, with a BEEP . 

EVIL RAZOR 
Just keep the jet steady, dodo! 

ANGLE - TIGHT ON EVIL RAZOR'S HANDS 

As he PRESSES several BUTTONS . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - BENEATH EVIL TURBOKAT 

As three MEGA-SHARK MISSILES WHOOSH out, BACKWARDS. 

OTS MISSILES - TRACKING TOWARD ENFORCER JETS 

The missiles transform into shark-jawed horrors as Felina vee r s 
her jet upward. 

FELINA 
Crud! 

The other two missiles take CHUNKS out of the Enforcer jets ' 
wings. The pilots veer off . The third missile WHOOSHES between 
the Turbokat and Feral' s jet, as both veer away in opposite 
directions. 

ANGLE - EVIL TURBOKAT COCKPIT 

EVIL T-BONE 
Next time shoot with your eyes open! 

EVIL RAZOR 
Oh yeah, watch this! 

EVIL RAZOR'S PCV 

As he LOCKS Felina' s jet on his sight with a BEEP. 
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EVIL RAZOR (CONTI (VO) 
This Deadhead Missile is just for 
you, sweetheart! 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - BENEATH EVIL TURBOKAT 

As the skull headed missile WHOOSHES out . 

OTS FELINA - ON MISSILE - THROUGH COCKPIT 

She tries to veer, but the DEADHEAD MISSILE spits TAR o nt o the 
cockpit window completely blocking her view. She frantically 
veers the jet, but she can't see a thing . 

FELINA 
What the ... can't see! 

ANGLE - WIDE ON SKIES OVER MEGAKAT CITY 

As Felina's jet heads straight for the GOODKAT BLIMP . We see 
startled CITIZENS in the window of the gondola . 

POV OF KATS IN GONDOLA 

As they watch Felina · s jet heading straight for them . 

CITIZENS (VO) 
Yaaaah ! 

A few seconds before impact, a GRAPPLING HOOK latches onto 
Felina' s jet and YANKS it UP and AWAY. 

WIDE - TURBOKAT AND FELINA ' S JET 

we see the Turbokat hovering with Felina' s jet hanging from the 
hook. 

T-BONE (VO) 
Nice catch, Razor! 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - ROOF OF SKYSCRAPER 

As Felina 's jet is lowered to a landing on the roof . we see the 
Turbokat 's grappling hook release the jet. 

UP ANGLE - ON TURBOKAT - WITH FELINA' S JET IN FOREGROUND 

As the grappling hook WHOOSHES back up into the Turbokat, Felina 
pops her canopy and waves. 

FELINA (CALLS OUT) 
Guess I owe ya one, Swat Kats . 

The Turbokat WHOOSHES off. 
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7 
INT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT 

As T-Bone pushes his thruster to Max. 

OTS TURBOKAT 

T-BONE 
Now let's take care of our deadly 
doubles! 

As the ENGINES ROAR TOWARD CAMERA. 

WIPE TO , 

EXT. SKIES OVER MEGAKAT CITY 

The evil Turbokat ZOOMS TOWARD CAMERA, veering and rolling to 
avoid Feral's jets' LASER FIRE . 

EVIL T-BONE 
Don't just sit there, you jerk! Do 
something! 

INT. EVIL TURBOKAT - ON EVIL RAZOR 

He sights through his visor . 

EVIL RAZOR 
Aw, don't choke on a hairball! 

ON FERAL' S JET - THROUGH SIGHT 

As the grid locks on with a BEEP. 

EVIL RAZOR (VO) (CONT) 
Deathspike Missile, locked! 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - BENEATH EVIL TURBOKAT 

A SPIKE MISSILE shoots back at Commander Feral. It looks like a 
normal warhead until SHARP SPIKES SNAP out of the front, like 
porcupine quills . 

TRACKING WITH THE MISSILE 

As it knocks off part of Feral' s fuselage despite his attempts to 
veer. Feral and the pilot bail out as the jet erupts in FLAME. 

ON EVIL TURBOKAT - COMING TOWARD CAMERA 

EVIL RAZOR 
Our tail is clear! 

EVIL T-BONE 
Next stop, Enforcer Headquarters! 
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1' 
RACK FOCUS behind the evil Turbokat as the Turbokat WHOOSHES IN 
directly behind them. LASER BLASTS FIRE at the evil Turbokat 
from the front of the good Turbokat. 

IHDE SIDE VIEW OF BOTH JETS 

As they approach Enforcer Headquarters. PUSH IN on the Turbokat. 
We see T-Bone REACT at the controls. Razor is manning the LASER 
GUN controls. 

T-BONE 
Crud ! We' 11 never stop 'em in time, 
buddy. 

RAZOR 
T-Bone ! They' re changing course ! 

ANGLE - EVIL TURBOKAT 

As it ZOOMS up into some clouds . 

EVIL RAZOR (VO) 
What are you doing, you jerk? Let's 
just drop the bomb. 

CLOSE - EVIL T-BONE 

As he veers the jet. 

EVIL T-BONE 
Nah ! Headquarters can wait! I'm 
gonna kick these ticks off my tail! 

WIDE - EVIL TURBOKAT AND GOOD TURBOKAT 

As the evil jet ZOOMS out of the clouds and comes up behind the 
good Turbokat . 

DARK KAT (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
You fools! Don't chase them! 

INT. EVIL SWAT KATS JET - OTS EVIL T-BONE - ON VIEW SCREEN IN 
DASH 

We see Dark Kat (on the view screen) glowering at the evil 
T-Bone. 

DARK KAT (CONTI 
Just drop the bomb! I've spent ~ 
waiting for this moment! 

EVIL T-BONE 
Then I guess a few minutes won't kill 
ya. 
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I 
NIDEN SHOT to see evil Razor watching this on his vie w screen. 

EVIL RAZOR 
Yeah, chill out ! This won't take 
long! 

Dark Kat REACTS. 

EVIL RAZOR'S POV - THROUGH SIGHT 

The grid locks on to the good Turbokat with a BEEP . 

EVIL RAZOR (VO) 
So long, you goody two kats ! 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - BENEATH EVIL TURBOKAT 

.l:l.s it LAUNCHES a DEADLY OCTOPUS MISSILE . 

ON RAZOR - IN TURBOKAT 

As Razor REACTS to BEEPING on his radar screen . 

RAZOR 
T-Bone ! Those creeps have a lock on 
us! 

DRAMATIC UP ANGLE - T-BONE 

T-Bone pushes down on the throttle. 

T-BONE 
Not for long! 

OTS TURBOKAT - DIVING TOWARD A TUNNEL 

With the Octopus Missile WHOOSHING behind . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - OCTOPUS MISSILE IN PROFILE 

/l.s it opens up. 

INT. TUNNEL 

CUT TO , 

As the Turbokat SPEEDS through the tunnel, just above the stopped 
traffic . As it races for the light at the other end, we notice 
an OIL TRUCK stuck in the center of the road, just outside the 
tunnel. 

RAZOR (VO) 
Uh oh! 
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I EXT. TUNNEL 

~~u~~B~~~ ~~~e~~~r~f t~~e ~~~~~f~, barely squeezing between the 

INT. TUNNEL 

*The DRIVER leaps out of the trtick just as the Octopus Mi ssile 
WHOOSHES IN and hits it, blowing the oil truck up with a HUGE 
EXPLOSION . 

EXT. TUNNEL 

The evil Turbokat flies TOWARD CAMERA through the flaming tunnel 
mouth then veers upward AWAY FROM CAMERA . 

EVIL RAZOR (VO) 
I hate gridlock! 

EXT. COCKPIT OF EVIL TURBOKAT 

.?i..s the evil T-Bone is frantically searching the sky . 

EVIL T-BONE 
Hey, where'd they go? 

WIDEN SHOT 

As the Turbokat dives out of the clouds directly behind the evil 
Turbokat . 

T-BONE 
Right behind ya, creeps! 

The good Turbokat launches some SHREDDER MISSILES . The evil 
Turbokat veers away to evade the missiles . 

INT. EVIL TURBOKAT COCKPIT 

Evil Razor REACTS . 

EVIL RAZOR 
Fool! They almost clipped our tail! 

CLOSE ON EVIL T-BONE' S FACE 

As his expression goes from HORROR to a WICKED, SINISTER SMILE . 

EVIL T-BONE Is POV 

We' re heading directly for the Goodkat Blimp . 

WIDE BLIMP 

The evil Turbokat flies right through the middle of the blimp, 
which EXPLODES into a huge fireball. {See Trembleys drawing . l 
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ANGLE - EVIL TURBOKAT 

~! c!~ r~~~~ towards CAMERA with the flaming Blimp falling in the 

EVIL T--BONE/EVIL RAZOR 
(EVIL LAUGHTER) 

ON FALLING BLIMP GONDOLA 

As the panicked citizens SCREAM. 

CITIZENS 
(SCREAMS) 

INT. GOOD TURBOKAT 

As our guys REACT . 

T-BONE 
Razor, we've gotta do something! 

RAZOR 
I ' m on it ! 

Razor quickly punches some buttons . 

. n.NGLE UNDERBELLY OF TURBOKAT 

""'As the clamps lower (see "Deadly Pyramid" script) . 

ANGLE FALLING GONDOLA 

*As the Turbokat swoops in, the clamps grab the gondola and break 
its fall . WIDEN SHOT to see the now hovering Turbokat lower the 
gondola toward the ground . PAN OVER to the evil Turbokat which 
is circling toward out heroes . 

EVIL TURBOKAT/ON EVIL T-BONE 

He grins. 

EVIL T-BONE 
It worked! I've got these do gooders 
right where I want 'em! 

WIDEN SHOT to see Dark Kat on the view screen . 

DARK KAT ( PARTIAL VO) 
You arrogant fools! First drop the 
bomb, then you can . 

EVIL T-BONE 
Shut yer trap! 
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ON E\'IL RAZOR 

Watching the vie w screen. 

EVIL RAZOR 
Yeah, we' re through takin' orders 
from you! We' 11 take care of 
Enforcer Headquarters when we· re good 
and ready! 

Evil Razor punches off the screen . 

EVIL RAZOR'S POV - THROUGH VISOR 

.:\s he LOCKS his grid sights on the Turbokat, whose cables are 
lowering the gondola to the ground . The cables release, and the 
Turbokat starts to ZOOM up war d . 

EVIL RAZOR (CONTI (VOi 
Mega Magnesium Missile, locked! 

DR.ZI..M .. ;.TIC .?!J',JGLE - BENEATH EVIL TURBOKAT 

.:i..s the Mega Magnesium Missi le WHOOSHES off . 

EXT. COCKPIT OF GOOD TURBOKAT 

As T-Bone and Razor look to the side and REACT. 

T-BONE 
Crud! 

RAZOR 
(GASPS) 

~-:::>E - TURBOKAT 

J:..s T-Bone tries to veer away , the missile hits the wing with a 
GIANT V-lHITE FLASH . The jet begins to plummet . 

WIDE - MEGAKAT BAY 

P.s the Turbokat plummets into the waters of the bay . 

ON EVIL SWAT KATS 

They raise their fists in triumph . 

EVIL RAZOR 
Bingo ! 

EVIL T-BONE 
(LAUGHS) Now we're ready to fry the 
Enforcers ! 
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EXT. ENFORCER HEADQUARTERS 

As we see the evil Turbokat WHOOSHING toward it from a distance. 

EVIL RAZOR (VOi 
Yeah, Dark Kat's-Particle Ionizer 
Mega-Bomb will disintegrate every Kat 
in it! 

OTS EVIL TURBOKAT 

Moving toward the building, engines FLARING. 

EVIL RAZOR (VOi 
Locking in now! 

EVIL T-BONE (VO) 
Sure you can hit it? 

ANGLE - HIGH OVER MEGAKAT BAY 

As the Turbokat, still steaming, WHOOSHES up and out of the 
water. It has its SPEED OF HEAT SHIELD deployed over the 
cockpit. (NOTE : The Turbokat wing has damage from Magnesium 
Missile . ) 

ANGLE - TIGHT ON TURBOKAT COCKPIT 

The heat shield WHIRS open, exposing T-Bone and Razor . 

T-BONE 
Lucky our speed of heat shields held 
up ! 

RAZOR 
I just hope we· re in time to save the 
Enforcers! 

CLOSE - ON T- BONE 

Pushing some buttons . 

T-BONE 
Engaging jet boosters! 

EXT. TURBOKAT 

As EXTRA JETS (see "Mutilor• show ID from '94) come up from the 
Turbokat fuselage and kick in with awesome SFX . The jet ROARS 
off! 

ANGLE RAZOR - IN GOOD TURBOKAT 

As he tries to find the evil Turbokat through his dashboard 
targeting scope . It FADES in and out. 
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He brightens. 

RAZOR 
Crud ! That last mi ssile must ha ve 
damaged my targeting scope ! 

RAZOR (CONT) 
But there ' s always my dimensional 
Radar ... I hope . 

He hits a button . 

CLOSE - ON 3-D SCREEN 

As it comes on and shows the evil Turb o kat approaching Enforcer 
HQ with the bomb bay doors opening . 

RAZOR (VO) (CONT) 
Yess ! 

.l>J'JGLE - EVIL TURBOKAT - APPROACHING ENFORCER HQ 

The Turbokat ZOOMS IN from behind . 

INT . EVIL TURBOKAT - ON EVIL RAZOR 

He turns and REACTS. 

EVIL RAZOR 
Crud ! They' re back! But not for 
long ! 

He punches some buttons . 

EXT. EVIL TURBOKAT 

MISSILE LAUNCHERS RISE from the top of the evil Turbokat, 
pointing backwards . A BEAT later I a MEGA-SHOCK MISSILE WHOOSHES 
back towards the Turbokat . 

OTS GOOD TURBOKAT 

As the missile comes to ward it . 

RAZOR (VO) 
Keep the jet steady, pal~ I've onl y 
got one chance to block that bomb! 

INT . COCKPIT OF TURBOKAT 

Razor is targeting as T-Bone braces for impact . 

T-BONE 
Then I guess ~ gonna take it on 
the chin ! 
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CLOSE - GOOD RAZOR 

RAZOR 
Yeah, but I ' m gonna cement up those 
bomb bays before we go ! 

He pushes the trigger of the CEMENT MACHINE GUN. 

EXT. BENEATH GOOD TURBOKAT 

As the gun SHOOTS GLOPS of CEMENT at the evil Turbo kat . 

EXT. GOOD TURBOKAT 

As the Turbokat veers, it gets clipped by the missile which 
EXPLODES in arcing ELECTRICITY , which engulfs the jet . 

ON EVIL TURBOKAT COCKPIT 

The evil Swat Kats are laughing . 

EVIL SWAT KATS 
(LAUGHING) 

EVIL RAZOR 
It's sho wtime ! 

DIAGONAL PAN DOWN to the open Bomb Bay doors as the bomb starts 
to slide out, just as GLOPS of cement hit and seal the bomb half 
o ut of the doors . 

INT. EVIL TURBOKAT COCKPIT 

Evil Razor REACTS punching buttons . 

EVIL RAZOR 
Bomb's stuck! 

EVIL T-BONE 
You stupid . 

WIDE - EVIL TURBOKAT 

As it disintegrates with appropriate SFX. 

INT. A DARKENED ROOM 

Dark Kat watches the evil Turbokat disintegrate, then POUNDS his 
fist on his console, knocking a Creepling aside . 

DARK KAT 
Nooo ! I spent years developing that 
bomb! 
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EXT. CITY HALL 

PUSH IN on Callie Briggs in her window, looking upward in shock . 

CALLIE 
Noooo! All my pians are ruined ! I "m 
out ta here! 

She turns and runs from the window . 

INT. CALLIE'S OFFICE 

She opens the door and REACTS to Felina Feral and TWO ENFORCERS 
waiting in the doorway . 

FELINA 
Going somewhere , Deputy Mayor? 
guess those good Swat Kats were 
telling the truth about you , too . 

Felina slaps on the cuffs as Callie REACTS stunned . 

EXT. SKIES OVER MEGAKAT CITY 

As the Turbokat TUMBLES to the ground . The ELECTRICAL ENERGY i s 
CRACKLING all over the jet and approaching the cockpit . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - ON T-BONE AND RAZOR 

As T-Bone struggles with the joystick: the dashboard is 
ELECTRICALLY SIZZLING . 

T-BONE 
She's outta control, Razor! 

RAZOR 
We"ve gotta bail out! 

T-BONE 
No way ! 

ANGLE - OTS RAZOR 

As the ELECTRICITY CRACKLES through the cockpit . All the 
INSTRUMENTS in the jet CRACKLE with ELECTRICAL SFX . When the 
electricity reaches the 3-D screen, there's a CRACKLING WHITE 
FLASH that FILLS SCREEN . 

EXT. STORMY CLOUDS OVER MEGAKAT CITY 

As the Turbokat WHOOSHES out of the clouds. The CRACKLING 
electricity is gone. 
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INT. COCKPIT ONT -BONE 

Regaining control of the jet. 

T-BONE 
Power's back! I .... ve got control! 

OTS TURBOKAT - LEVELING OFF 

As we see Commander Feral' s Chopper directly in front of them , on 
a collision course . T-Bone veers the Turbokat away at the last 
second . 

INT . FERAL'$ CHOPPER 

Feral is eati ng a donut and holding a cup of hot coffee . Th e 
ROAR of the jet SHAKES Feral ' s chopper , making him SPILL the 
coffee all over himself . 

FERAL 
Aaaah! 

.o.NGLE - ONT-BONE AND RAZOR 

.h.s T-Bone steadies the Turbokat, we hear: 

FERAL (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
You stupid hot shots! One of these 
days I "m gonna put you two clowns 
behind bars . 

RAZOR 
Guess we' re back in our own 
dimensio n, buddy ! 

T-BONE 
Music to my ears! 

T-Bone hits the thruster . 

WIDEN SHOT - SKYLINE OF MEGAKAT CITY 

As the Turbokat WHOOSHES off toward the horizon, Feral' s chopper 
follows INTO SHOT . 

FERAL (VO) (OVER RADIO) 
I don 't care how many times you " ve 
saved this city, I ·m gonna string you 
up by your tails! 

FADE OUT. 
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